Strategic foresight and scenario planning

A workshop organised by the EUISS

22 January 2019, Camp Butmir, Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina

10:15-10:30
Welcome
Thomas WIDRICH
Political Advisor to the EU Special Representative in Bosnia-Herzegovina and COMEUFOR

10:30-11:45
Strategic foresight and its tools: an introduction
Florence GAUB
Deputy Director, EU Institute for Security Studies
Daniel FIOTT
Defence Editor, EU Institute for Security Studies

11:45-12:00
Keynote speech
Major General Martin DORFER
Commander, EUFOR Operation Althea (COMEUFOR)

12:00 - 13:30
Lunch

13:30 - 15:00
Fundamentals of scenario planning
Woody WADE
Scenario Planning Expert, 11Changes

15:00
Coffee break

15:15-17:15
Practical application of scenario planning
Woody WADE
Scenario Planning Expert, 11Changes

17:15
End of workshop